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WELCOME
As Chair of the Executive Board of EPL, I express my immense gratitude to the staff of EPL for its work on
behalf of the environment, environmental democracy, the people of Ukraine, and the rule of law.
EPL is on the front lines of these issues, just as Ukraine itself is on the front line of democracy and the rule
of law in Europe. Ukraine faces more external challenges to its national security than any other nation in
Europe. If its security is undermined, so too will democracy and the rule of law be at risk further to the west
in Europe. Equally, when democratic, environmental, and rule-of-law values are undermined within
Ukraine, its national viability and national security are hugely threatened.
Fortunately for both the people of Ukraine and the peoples of other European countries, EPL is here. EPL is
fighting. And EPL is winning.
No public interest environmental law group has been at work in Europe longer than EPL. It has been now
26 years since Dr. Professor Svitlana Kravchenko conceived of the EPL idea and, with devoted law students
and young lawyers, started this remarkable, non-profit organization. From the beginning and through
today, international support has been key to supporting its creative and expert staff.
EPL TEAM DURING THE SUMMER
SCHOOL ON INTERNATIONAL
ENVIRONMENTAL LAW
summer 2019

Only a staff of young professionals like those at EPL could achieve the results that this public interest
organization has accomplished. During the past year, the courts of Ukraine have delivered victories to the
Ukrainian people in legal cases filed and argued by EPL such as these:
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Legal standing: The Grand Chamber of the Supreme Court ruled that representatives of the public like EPL
have the right (legal standing) to force state bodies to stop violating national environmental legislation.
Required permits:The Grand Chamber ruled that companies can’t operate without environmental permits.
Wildlife protection:The Grand Chamber ruled that public authorities must enforce the laws that protect
wildlife and endangered species, and companies cannot use the nation’s wildlife for their own profit (the
dolphins case).
Illegal leases:The Economic Courts terminated agricultural leases from companies whose operations violate
environmental standards and harm land and waters of villages.
Freedom of speech:The Supreme Court ruled that citizens have the right to express their views on
environmental matters freely and cannot be punished by companies filing lawsuits for “damages” from such
viewpoints.
Violation of legislation:A regional Administrative Court ruled that a city council cannot continue to violate
environmental legislation by operating an improper garbage dump.
Illegal contracts:The Administrative Court of Appeal blocked the construction of a hydroelectric power
station that would destroy a natural river when a village chairman signed a construction contract without a
proper vote of the village council.
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Enforcing the rule of law is only one part of EPL’s work. EPL is a major think tank and advocate in
administrative and other venues outside the courts. This has included work during 2019 on:
Law reform: Trying to improve the draft law on reform of environmental inspection and control.
Law drafting: Planning for the proper drafting of Ukrainian legislation to comply with forthcoming
European laws on numerous kinds of waste, including waste exports to Ukraine.
Expert Analysis: Engaging in expert analysis and public participation in the planning of a new waste
treatment facility for the major city of Lviv.
Public hearings: Preventing public authorities from ignoring legal requirements for public hearings.
Environmental assessment: Protection of unique Carpathian mountain areas against improper siting of
wind energy projects and lack of proper environmental impact assessments for such projects.
International law: Filing complaints to the Aarhus Convention Compliance Committee in Geneva on
Ukrainian public authorities keeping public documents secret, in violation of access to information laws
and international law.
Cetaceans: Working on implementation of the Cetacean Conservation Project in the Black Sea.
JOHN E. BONINE,
CHAIR OF THE EPL
EXECUTIVE BOARD
PROFESSOR OF LAW,
UNIVERSITY OF OREGON, USA

No organization other than EPL is doing such critical legal work in Ukraine on behalf of the environmental rule of law
and citizen participation. Without EPL, the ordinary people of Ukraine would have nowhere to go for help.
Environment-People-Law is truly on the front line in the fight for environmental justice and democracy.
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KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
LITIGATION

On January 3, the Grand Chamber of the Supreme Court ruled on an
environmental claim by the Environment-People-Law lawsuit filed for the purpose
of prohibiting the commercial use of Red Book animals (dolphins and fur seals).
The decision contains 7 conclusions, which are extremely important for the
protection of red-book animals and for functioning of NGOs that protect them.

MEETING OF LAWYERS AND
ECO ACTIVISTS WITH THE
LEADERSHIP OF THE
ZAKARPATTIA REGION FOR
PROTECTION OF BORZHAVA
AND SVYDOVETS MOUNTAIN
RANGES FROM
CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS
summer 2019

1. Representatives of the public may challenge in court the acts or omissions of public authorities that violate the
national environmental legislation.
2. The activity without obtaining required permits is forbidden even if there is no procedure of issuing such permits.
3. Article 19 of the Law of Ukraine “On the Red Book of Ukraine” prohibits the special use of species listed in the Red
Book of Ukraine for getting profit.
4. Public authorities do not provide adequate protection for wildlife during entertaining activities.
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5. Disputes in which a non-profit replaces a public authority shall be brought
before the administrative courts.
6. The role of non-governmental organizations is crucial for building a civil
society.
7. Animals are subject to the property rights of the people of Ukraine, which
determine the special order of their use for a fee.
The Grand Chamber of the Supreme Court concludes that Aquadelf's position that they permits due to legal loopholes
is ungrounded.
As established by the court of the first instance and supported by the court of appeals, the defendant did not receive
the required permits.
Therefore, the Grand Chamber of the Supreme Court has determined that the absence of a special procedure for
granting permits does not entitle economic entities to engage in wildlife use without permits.
This conclusion can be safely extended to other cases of special use of natural resources without obtaining necessary
permissions.

EPL SENIOR LAWYER SOPHIA
SHUTIAK TOGETHER WITH
REPRESENTATIVES OF BILYKY
COMMUNITY NEAR THE
COMMERCIAL APPELLATE
COURT, KHARKIV
April 2019
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The Supreme Court upheld the right of a resident of Mylostiv village in Rivne region. Mr.
Bohdan whom the agro-enterprise tried to accuse of spreading false information,
undermining its business reputation, and to oblige him to compensate 10,000 UAH of
non-pecuniary damage.
In its ruling, the Supreme Court finally affirmed that the public have the right to express
opinions freely while defending their rights to a safe and healthy environment, and fully
upheld the denial of the claim by the appellate court.
Mr. Bohdan addressed EPL for legal assistance back in 2015, after residents of the
village seriously suffered from pesticide spraying by the enterprise.

EPL assisted Mr. Bohdan to prepare complaints to the controlling and law enforcement agencies, provided expert
legal and advisory assistance.
After discussing this issue on the local TV channel, it was necessary to protect not only the right of residents to a safe
environment, but also the right to freedom of expression and beliefs.
IN 2019, 269
ENVIRONMENTAL
CONSULTATIONS WERE
PROVIDED

Such jurisprudence is of the utmost importance, since in the conditions of absence of objective state environmental
control, publicity can be one of the most effective ways of protecting the right to a safe and healthy environment and
the public should not be afraid to speak about such problems publicly.
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On February 27, 2019, the Tlumach District Court of Ivano-Frankivsk region satisfied the claims of a local resident
fighting against construction of another pig farm of Danosha LtD in the village of Hrushka, Tlumach district, IvanoFrankivsk region. Thus, the court agreed with the plaintiff's arguments on the illegality of leasing the land (pastures)
for construction of a pig farm.
On April 15, 2019, the Eastern Economic Court of Appeal dismissed the appeal of “Village Traditions” LtD and upheld
the decision of the Commercial Court of Poltava region dated 30.11.2018 in case # 917/1879/17. The community of
Bilyky village filed a lawsuit to terminate the land lease because of a gross violation of environmental standards.
“Village Traditions” LtD carrying out economic activities that pose a high environmental risk, did not comply with the
requirements of environmental legislation. The number of pigs at the farm substantially exceeded the number
indicated in the permits. The company did not ensure proper cleanup of manure. The negative impact of the
defendant's activities on the environment, pollution of land and water resources was also confirmed by results of soil
sample studies.
The Eastern Appellate Economic Court found that the defendant violated the terms of the land lease as well as the
requirements of the environmental legislation of Ukraine, the Land Code of Ukraine, which is the basis for termination
of the land lease agreement № 3 of 20.04.2011.
DURING THE YEAR, THE
ORGANIZATION HANDLED 12
COURT CASES.
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Lviv Regional Administrative Court found illegal the actions of the Urban Economy
Department of Drohobych City Council on the operation of the landfill of solid
household waste (landfill) located in Bronytsia village. The court also ordered the
Department to stop operation of the landfill and to do reclamation works.
The decision was made regarding the lawsuit of one of Bronytsia residents. The reason
for going to court was long exploitation of the landfill in spite of environmental norms
and contrary to warnings of controlling bodies.
Drohobych city landfill had been operated by Drohobych City Council's Department of
Urban Economy for more than 10 years and numerous violations of environmental
legislation were repeatedly established by controlling bodies. Moreover, after waste
crisis in Lviv, the landfill began to grow rapidly. Because the village council was not active
in solving the problem, the residents decided to act on their own.
Environment-People-Law supported the requirements of the residents and acted as the
third party in the lawsuit. The court upheld the claims in full scope.

EPL REPRESENTATIVES STUDIED
THE PRACTICES OF SOLID
DOMESTIC WASTE MANAGEMENT
IN SLOVENIA IN MAY 2019
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Court stopped construction of a hydroelectric power station on the White
Cheremosh River in the village of Holoshyno, which would destroy the nature
of the river. On May 2, 2019, the court confirmed that the investor could not
obtain the land for the construction of hydraulic structures on the grounds
that Holoshyno village council had no right to dispose of these lands. The
court obliged the investor to restore the land to its previous state.

The chairman of the Holoshyno village council presumed that the
deputies would not object to the construction while no actual voting was
done.

THE ORGANIZATION
PERFORMED 133 RESEARCH
WORKS
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LAW-DRAFTING
EPL continued to work on drafting and advocating the draft law on environmental
control reform. On April 5, 2019, the Aarhus Center of the Ministry of
Environment hosted the discussion of the draft law on the establishment of the
State Environmental Protection Service of Ukraine to replace the State
Environmental Inspectorate of Ukraine. The public released the statement
emphasizing that the reform should not be cosmetic and should begin with the
elimination of deficiencies in the control procedures and eliminate corruption
risks. The statement was supported by about 100 experts and organizations.

THE MEETING WITH
REPRESENTATIVES OF THE
EUROPEAN COMMISSION,
MEMBERS OF THE
PARLIAMENT TO DISCUSS
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL
AND MONITORING ISSUES AS
WELL AS THE DRAFT LAW ON
WASTE MANAGEMENT
September 2019

In September EPL jointly with RPR office held the meeting with members of the Parliament to discuss the draft law on
environmental control. Numerous personal and skype discussions were held.

The society is waiting for new European laws on the management of municipal waste, hazardous waste, waste electrical
and electronic equipment, packaging waste, waste batteries, waste disposal, landfilling. Without these laws and bylaws, the European waste management system will not work in Ukraine, and environmentally friendly investors will not
come to Ukraine.
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POLICY ANALYSIS, ANALYTICS
In February, EPL submitted to the Ministry of Environment comments and proposals for the
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) report on the planned construction of a mechanical-biological
waste management complex in Lviv. In cooperation with national and international experts, EPL analyzed
the EIA report and identified a number of shortcomings. EPL also released its position regarding technical
alternative to MBT complex in Lviv.

Within the framework of the project "Activation of European Environmental Procedures of EIA and SEA in
Ukraine" EPL has developed an analytical document summarizing results of the analysis of typical
problems during public hearings and recommendations for their elimination.
Public hearings are an integral part of the environmental impact assessment procedure, which helps
identify and take into account public opinions on planned activities that may have a significant
environmental impact.
Although the public hearings procedure is thoroughly specified by the legislation, in practice there are still
some problematic issues that impede effective public participation in EIA procedure.

ONE OF THE NUMEROUS
STUDIES CONDUCTED BY EPL
IN 2019
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ADVOCACY
EPL REPRESENTATIVES AT
DYKAN’KA REGIONAL
LANDSCAPE PARK
autumn 2019

EPL has developed and advocated comprehensive proposals for further reform of the forest sector.
Experts of the organization continue the struggle for the preservation of the unique Carpathian massif of Borzhava.
On February 21, Lviv Press Club hosted the briefing entitled "Will one of the
Carpathian pearls be lost?". It was focused on discussion of the role of the Law of
Ukraine “On Environmental Impact Assessment” in preservation of the unique
ecosystem threatened by the plans of Turkish investors from Volovets Atlas
Energy Ltd. to construct a wind power plant on the Borzhava meadow.
The participants of the briefing addressed many problematic questions, including
lack of planning documentation and failure to hold proper public hearings when
developing detailed plans for the territory. In addition, it is interesting to know
that agricultural land was allocated for the wind power plant without an
environmental impact assessment.
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At the end of 2014, EPL filed a submission to the Compliance Committee of the Aarhus Convention regarding violations by
Ukraine of the rights to the public guaranteed by the Convention as a result of the transfer of Yuzivska and Oleska areas to
large foreign corporations for hydrocarbon extraction. In its submission to the Committee EPL claimed that the Government
of Ukraine had violated the right of access to environmental information because all EPL requests for information on
agreements, drafts of such agreements or their signed versions were rejected by the information managers. Therefore,
classification of such information as confidential was contrary to the requirements of Article 4 of the Aarhus Convention.
On March 13, 2019, in Geneva the Compliance Committee was reviewing the case #118 and EPL representative attended the
hearing. Having heard the explanations of the representatives of the communicant and the Government of Ukraine and
having received answers to a long list of detailed questions, the Committee announced the following:
1. The Committee will not close the proceedings as requested by the Government of Ukraine and will consider the violations
that occurred in 2013-2014.
2. Through the appropriate diplomatic channels, the Compliance Committee will formally request the Government of Ukraine
to provide the texts of the Juzivska and Oles'ka Agreements, since their study will significantly facilitate the Committee's
understanding of the content and legal nature of these documents, which in turn will facilitate the final decision on Ukraine's
compliance/non-compliance with the Convention.

3. The Committee intends to analyze in detail the legal relationship between PSAs and subsoil permits, and thus will
raise a number of additional questions to the Government of Ukraine and the communicator.

IN 2019, EPL CREATED AN
INSTAGRAM ACCOUNT AND A
TELEGRAM CHANNEL
FOCUSING ON PROTECTION
OF THE
ENVIRONMENTAL RIGHTS OF
CITIZENS. IN THIS WAY, WE
ARE EXPANDING OUR
INFORMATION
CHANNELS TO REPORT ON
IMPORTANT
ENVIRONMENTAL TOPICS!
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PICKET NEAR THE MINISTRY OF
ENVIRONMENT CALLING FOR
ADOPTION OF KEY WASTE
LEGISLATION AND REFORMATION
OF THE STATE ENVIRONMENTAL
INSPECTORATE
March 2019

4. In spite of its usual practice, the Committee will also consider the possible non-compliance
with the Convention caused by adoption in 2018 of a governmental decision to grant the
consent to assign the rights for Yuzivska lot to a new investor;
5. To this end, the Committee will also ask the Government to provide additional agreements
whereby the relevant assignment is made.
EPL worked to stimulate the adoption of key waste management laws by co-organizing the
"Ukraine is not a landfill" action held on Tuesday, March 26th.
On April 23, 2019, an information picket “No to new dams! Yes - to free rivers! ”, was
organized near Lviv Regional State Administration. It was dedicated to the problem of
construction of small hydropower plants on the Carpathian rivers of Lviv region.
The organizers of the picket - “Manivtsi Tourist and Sport Club” NGO, EPL, Bureau of
Environmental Investigations demanded to prevent mass construction of small hydro power
plants on the Stryi, the Opir, the Dnister and the Svicha rivers.
Construction of small hydro power plants leads to irreversible changes in river ecosystems,
transforming them into a cascade of stinking ponds. It kills valuable species, damages
unique Carpathian landscapes, stops development of water sports and tourism.
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On July 17, EPL and Reanimation Reform Package held an expert panel discussion, "Is wind energy safe for wildlife?"
The use of wind energy is an environmentally friendly technology, "green energy", but the construction of wind power
plants can lead to negative consequences for people and nature. EPL experts moderated the discussion of the issues
with all stakeholders.

GETTING READY FOR THE FIRST
MEETING WITH NEWLY
ELECTED MEMBERS OF
ENVIRONMENTAL COMMITTEE
OF THE NEW PARLIAMENT
September 2019

On August 7, 2019, the Ukrainian Crisis Media
Center hosted the media briefing entitled
"Environmental tax should work for the
environment, not for pollutants".
Participants of the briefing stated that the idea of
returning the environmental tax back to an
enterprise is fundamentally incorrect and supported
this position with strong arguments.
The state must act in the interests of citizens rather
than in the interests of polluters!
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EPL ENVIRONMENTAL
SCIENTIST KATERYNA
POLYANSKA ON THE FIELD
TRIP IN THE BLACK SEA
WATCHING FOR CETACEANS

Goldman Foundation supported EPL’s project focusing on protection of cetaceans in Ukraine, which includes:

August 2019

1) Analysis of the causes of the reduced cetacean population in Ukraine,
followed by a policy paper with proposed solutions.
2) Development and advocacy of amendments to fishing rules and
navigation rules, as well as proposals for bringing Ukraine into compliance
with its obligations within the Agreement on the Conservation of
Cetaceans of the Black Sea, Mediterranean Sea and contiguous Atlantic
area (ACCOBAMS);
3) Activation of dialogue among regional authorities, fishers, and scientists
about best ways to implement proposed solutions.
4) Establishing a scientific case for expansion of the Dzarylhatskyi
National Nature Park as cetacean habitat.
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In October 2019, EPL launched the project
“Strengthening Public Control over Communal
Forests Management” focused on making accessible
information on communal forests and thus reducing
corruption in this area.
The management of communal forests in Chernihiv
region
will
be
evaluated
and
relevant
recommendations
will
be
developed.
The
recommendations can be applicable in other regions
of Ukraine.

IN 2019, EPL ORGANIZED AND
HELD 8 EVENTS OF DIFFERENT
FOCUS. EPL REPRESENTATIVES
PARTICIPATED IN MORE THAN
60 EVENTS!
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EPL has started implementation of the project “Public
Control over Environmental Governance Reform in Lviv
Region”.
The purpose of this initiative is to establish effective
communication and cooperation between regional and local
journalists of Lviv region and public activists for highlight the
issues of reforming the environmental governance system
and for improvement of the quality of eco-journalism in the
region.

Working with the public and the media, EPL hopes to
raise awareness among local communities of the
importance of environmental component for a healthy
and safe life, to eliminate corruption aspects in the
decision-making on environmental issues.

TRAINING FOR JOURNALISTS:
HOW TO DETECT ABUSE AND
CORRUPTION
spring 2019
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CARPATHIAN TRAILS ... DURING
THE SUMMER SCHOOL ON
INTERNATIONAL
ENVIRONMENTAL LAW
For several years EPL has been working on
ensuring environmental safety of wind energy and
preserving protected areas.
We support the development of renewable energy
but it must be in line with environmental
protection. Our position is presented in the policy
paper Are Wind Power Plants Safe for Wild
Nature.
EPL participated in the meetings with the Ministry
of Environment regarding national and
international requirements for biodiversity
conservation during the planning, construction
and dismantling of wind power plants, formulation
of an action plan for 2019-2022.

June 2019
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EPL has started a project that aims to significantly reduce the amount of
waste produced by business entities and ensure maximum recycling of
waste. The project popularizes the concept of "zero waste" among public
authorities, the public, business, and academic circles.
Working to engage business entities into practical application of “zero
waste” model, EPL emphasizes additional image benefits and financial
advantages. The project targets three groups:
1. Food establishments in Lviv and the region,
2. Hotels and tourist complexes,
3. Retail chains, supermarket chains.

ZERO WASTE FOR
BUSINESS TRAINING, LVIV
December 2019
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EDUCATION AND
AWARENESS RAISING
In 2019, EPL continued to prepare monthly strategic environmental assessment (SEA) digests.
The compendium Identifying Areas Suitable for Being Awarded the Status of Protected Areas.
Instructional and Methodical materials has been published. It includes recommendations for
selection of areas that can be declared to be protected areas and description of formal procedures
for creation of a protected area.
In February, EPL launched an online course on international environmental law focusing
particularly on biodiversity preservation. In 2019, our team decided to modify the course that was
launched in 2015 by combining environmental law and management of nature territories.
Participants were selected on a competitive basis.

IN 2019, EPL WORKED ON 6
PUBLICATIONS AND 7
ANALYTICAL PAPERS
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EPL TEAM AND PARTICIPANTS OF
INTERNATIONAL SUMMER
SCHOOL ON ENVIRONMENTAL
LAW, THE CARPATHIANS
summer 2019

The online course consisted of six modules covering the basics of international environmental law and management,
international experience in managing natural areas, an overview of the situation in Ukraine, as well as specific
aspects of international law on biodiversity loss, management of forests, swamps, meadows, ecosystem services
costs, networks of protected areas and animal protection.

EPL continued awareness raising on European approaches to waste
management that should be applied in Ukraine, and produced and
disseminated a series of information articles and videos on 5-stage waste
hierarchy:
1. Prevention.
2. Preparation for reuse.
3. Recycling.
4. Incineration, energy recovery.
5. Disposal (landfilling).
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On February 28, 2019, in Kyiv EPL held a training on strengthening public control over the use of environmental
funds.
The training covered the following issues:
- how to start if you want to control the use of environmental funds;
- how to use open databases and analyze tenders;
- what are the types of violations and what liability they entail;
- what to do if violations are detected.

On March 6, 2019, EPL conducted a training for members of the public and local self-governments on the Strategic
Environmental Assessment (SEA) procedure.

EPL released the instructions for performing
public control over the use of environmental
funds. The instruction is intended to help anyone
who is concerned about the inefficient use of
environmental funds and wants to engage into
controlling initiatives.

DURING THE YEAR, ABOUT 500
POSTS WERE POSTED ON EPL'S
FACEBOOK PAGE! MORE THAN
2 MILLION PEOPLE HAVE BEEN
REACHED.
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TRAINING ON STRATEGIC
ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT
spring 2019

EPL experts conducted a webinar on public control over the use of environmental
funds.

On April 23, 2019, EPL conducted a training on Strategic Environmental
Assessment attended by about 30 members of the public and local authorities,
who gained new knowledge on SEA procedure.
In early May 2019, EPL experts together with Environmental Initiatives NGO
went to Ljubljana (Slovenia) for a study visit focusing on waste management
issues. The Zero Waste Tour to Ljubljana and its suburbs was organized by a
well-known European organization Zero Waste Europe, which has a positive
track record of implementing a zero-waste strategy in many cities in Europe.
During the tour, the participants had the opportunity to learn about the
organization of waste management system in Ljubljana, visit the plant of
mechanical and biological treatment of waste, to learn about the methods of
waste prevention and reduction, and separate waste collection in the tourist
town of Bled.
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EPL conducted a survey for Lviv residents about the most pressing
environmental problems of the city. Participants of the online survey
had an opportunity to speak about the city's problems in the area of
air pollution, waste management, water and sewage, destruction of
green spaces. They could also express their vision of improving the
situation with energy efficiency and raising environmental awareness
of business in Lviv.

Another survey conducted by EPL in the summer of 2019 focused on
problems of waste management.

IN 2019, THE MEDIA
COVERAGE OF EPL’S
PUBLICATIONS AND
PUBLICATIONS WHERE EPL
WAS MENTIONED REACHED
1 300 000 PEOPLE!

EPL LANDING PARTY IN THE
MINISTRY OF NATURAL
RESOURCES AND
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
OF BELARUS
June 2019
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In June, EPL held three open webinars on strategic environmental assessment.
This European procedure has been operational in Ukraine since October 2018.
Strategic Environmental Assessment gives the public an opportunity to express their
views and influence the final content of strategies, programs or plans.
During the webinars, participants learned about requirements to SEA procedure, its
stages, and methods of public participation in the process.
Participants of the webinars were representatives of local self-government bodies and
the public who want to understand the details of the new mechanism and learn how to
use it properly for the benefit of a community and the environment.
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Within the project "Activation of European Environmental Procedures of
EIA and SEA in Ukraine" EPL developed leaflets for the public on what
environmental impact assessments and strategic environmental
assessment are, when they are applied and what their stages are. The
leaflets particularly focus on aspects of public participation in EIA and SEA
procedures.
EPL implemented a joint project with the regional landscape park
“Znesinnia”, a protected area located in the center of Lviv that combines
the typical functions of urban parks with tourism and environmental
protection functions.
We have created a "Health Trail" here and calculated the cost of
ecosystem services provided by the park to local residents.

HEALTH TRAIL OPENING IN
“ZNESINNIA” REGIONAL
LANDSCAPE PARK
October 2019
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On November 7, 2019, the Administrative Court of
Cassation in the Supreme Court in partnership with
EPL and with financial support of the European Union,
organized a very important event for judges, scholars
and the public. It was devoted to discussion of
important issues of access to justice for protection of
environmental rights and the environment.

EPL EXPERTS AT THE
INTERNATIONAL FORUM
“JUDICIAL PROTECTION OF THE
ENVIRONMENT AND
ENVIRONMENTAL RIGHTS”
November 2019
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PUBLICATIONS
Dead wood. Why is it important for a forest?
Instructions for the public on controlling the use of environmental
funds
Best European Waste Management Practices
Detailed Commentary on the Law of Ukraine “On Strategic
Environmental Assessment”
Analytical report on the analysis of regional waste management
programs
Environmental and legal aspects of land management
Policy brief on the reform of environmental monitoring system
Analytical paper "Public hearings in the procedure of environmental
impact assessment".
Policy memo on access to environmental information
Infographics on waste management
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EPL REPRESENTATIVE NATALIIA
KUTS (IN THE MIDDLE) AT THE UN
CONFERENCE ON CLIMATE
CHANGE COP 25: TIME FOR
ACTION.
December 2019

PARTICIPATION IN COALITIONS,
NETWORKS, INTERNATIONAL
COOPERATION
Participation in coalitions, networks, international cooperation
EPL is a member of the European Environment Bureau (EEB), the largest network of
environmental NGOs in Europe. More than 150 organizations from more than 30
countries, including all EU countries, are members of the EEB.
On May 14, at the meeting of EEB Legal Working Group EPL presented its experience of
receiving information through information requests. It was an interesting fact for other
countries that in Ukraine business entities are also obliged to provide information in
reply to public information requests.
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Representatives of EPL and Environmental Initiatives NGO visited Worms
NGO in Brussels that promotes individual and group composting. This
organization is supported by the local authorities of Brussels.
Currently, 80% of Brussels' organic waste is incinerated at a waste incineration
plant.
However, the team of 8 persons is trying to change this practice. Worms has
advocated installation of 165 public composters in the city with more than 1
million residents.The composters are maintained by the residents themselves,
and the produced compost is used as fertilizers for flower beds, gardens, parks.
EPL team also visited BEBAT plant that recycles batteries.
Battery recycling technologies and approaches are very interesting for Ukraine
because we do not have any battery processing companies and waste batteries
are exported to other countries. Accordingly, it is important to know that
exported batteries are recycled in an environmentally friendly way.

OLENA KRAVCHENKO AND OLHA
MELEN-ZABRAMNA AT EEB
HEADQUARTERS
spring 2019
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In May 2019, EPL held the conference “Ukraine’s accession to the
Minamata Convention on mercury and its implementation – the
priority for preserving health and environment” in the framework
of the EU-funded project "Ukrainian Civil Society for Europeanstyle Waste Management".
The conference addressed the following issues:
- mercury as a global pollutant, mercury effect on human health
and the environment
- international and European experience of implementing the
Minamata Convention
- managing mercury-containing waste in Ukraine
- modern technologies of managing mercury-containing waste
- challenges towards Ukraine's accession to the Minamata
Convention and its effective implementation

“UKRAINE’S ACCESSION TO THE
MINAMATA CONVENTION ON
MERCURY AND ITS
IMPLEMENTATION – THE
PRIORITY FOR PRESERVING
HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENT”
CONFERENCE
spring 2019

On June 18-19, 2019, the Ministry of Natural Resources and Environmental Protection of Belarus hosted the
Second Emerald Network Biogeographical Seminar for Belarus, the Republic of Moldova and Ukraine” organized
by the Secretariat of the Bern Convention, the Council of Europe and the European Environmental Agency.
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Ukraine Reform Conference is an annual international event dedicated to the
expert discussion of reform implementation in Ukraine. In 2019,it was held in
Toronto, Canada on July 2-4.
In preparation for the conference, organizations-members of Reanimation
Package of Reforms developed Toronto principles and policy briefs on key
Ukrainian reforms including the rule of law,decentralization, environmental
protection.
One of Toronto principles developed by EPL was prevention of environmental
damage, which should be the basis of not only environmental reforms but also of
other sectoral reforms.

At the request of the Independent Institute for Environmental Issue UfU (Germany), EPL conducted a study of
public participation aspects in climate-related policy development in Ukraine. Comprehensive surveys of various
stakeholder groups (government, the public, business) were conducted. Results of the study were summarized in
the analytical report with recommendations on ways of increasing public participation in climate issues.

IN 2019, EPL CONTINUED TO
ENGAGE WITH VARIOUS
STAKEHOLDER GROUPS. IN
GENERAL, THE ORGANIZATION
COOPERATES WITH 41 MASS
MEDIA, 14 NGOS, 31
AUTHORITIES AND OTHER
STAKEHOLDER GROUPS.
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NATALIIA KUTS AT LISBON
CONFERENCE
Autumn 2019

On September 6-8, the Animal Politics Foundation World
Conference: “Eco-Crisis: Turning the Tide” held in Porto was
attended by EPL representatives. The conference gathered
representatives of 27 countries: Morocco, Turkey, Georgia,
Moldova, Serbia, Denmark, Ireland, Ukraine, Egypt, Czech
Republic, Sweden, United Kingdom, Spain, Algeria, Argentina,
Belgium, Bosnia and Herzegovina, France, Cyprus, Slovenia,
Palestine, Finland, Greece, Lebanon, the USA, Portugal and the
Netherlands.
Participants
of
the
conference
were
representatives of non-governmental organizations, scientific
institutions and political parties working to protect animal
rights.
The debates focused
on the environmental crisis and
destruction of biodiversity on the planet. Representatives from
different countries spoke about biodiversity loss in their
countries and shared their experience in wildlife conservation
as well as in protection of animals from cruelty.
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GRATITUDE TO DONORS
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FINANCIAL REPORT

Income 9 502 800 UAH
Expenditures 9 502 800 UAH

+38 (032) 24-33-888
+38 (032) 22-57-682
office@epl.org.ua

Office Address:
9, Ivana Franka str., 1a, 79005, Lviv, Ukraine
Taras Shevchenko boulevard, 38 office 76,01032 Kyiv, Ukraine

